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S(NO)W FOOL1N' - January of 1978 has definitely been a mean one, at least as far as the weather is concernedbut in comparing it with January of 1977, it's hard to decide which was the worst. Even though the average tem-peratures for the two months were dose to the same, last January had the mercury dipping below zero on threedifferent occassions while this year the lowest recorded was three degrees above on January 26.
Murray Planning Commission
Okays Revised Rate Schedule
Murray Planning Commission has- -Chestnut on 12th. Proposals call for
okayed a new public hearing rate fee
schedule and passed it onto Murray
Common Council for consideration.
And, the commission in a Tuesday
evening session, set March 14 as the
date for a public hearing on.,a 12th
Street rezoning proposal.
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley also
Tuesday evening swore in four mem-
bers to the commission: Charlie
Adams, Cathryn Jackson, Howard
Koenen (city council representative)
and H. T. Waldrop. Three of the per-
sons, Adams, Mrs. Jackson and
Koenen, are new members, Waldrop is
serving a successive term. One seat
remains to be filled on the commission,
according to Steve Zea, city,planner.
The proposed hearing rate schedule
would pass advertising, mailing and
some planner's office costs on to the
person or persons requesting a public
hearing. The commission currently
charges a flat $25.
"We need a fee that is fair and will
allow the city taxpayers not to have to
pay for a public hearing possible in-
vcdving one person," commission
chairman W. A. Franklin said.
As it was proposed Tuesday evening,
persons requesting zoning changes
would have to pay an initial deposit of
$100. Coming out of that $100 would be a
$25 service charge, advertising costs
and certified mail costs. 7-ea said that
generally advertising costs average
$25430 while certified mail costs will
average $10$15.
Zea estimated the controversial 12th
street rezoning hearing last year cost
f rom 6400 to $500.
The planning commission will hold a
third 12th Street rezoning hearing in
March, following action Tuesday
evening.
Commission members set a Feb. 28.
work session to age ready for the
hearing. •
The hearing will deal with several
residential lots from Sycamore and
-changing resicential ( R3 and R4)
classifications on the street to a light
business classification ( 84 I. Zea
estimated that some 250 -person will
have to be notified by mail about the
hearing.
Some complications occured during
and after the public hearings last year.
A number of persons said they weren't
notified of the hearing and others called
for a hearing similar to a legal hearing
with opening arguments, testimony
from witnesses and a taped account of
the whole affair.
In other action Tuesday evening:
-Planning commission members
elected Greg Mc Keel vice chairman of
the commission and Charlie Adams,
secretary.
-Commission members deferred
action on a Zoning request from Dan
Miller to change the classification of 187
feet of property just off 16th Street
near Loch Lomond from R2 to R4.
Miller said he owns the property in
question and plans to locate a home




A discussion of Nathan B. Stub-
blefield, the inventor of radio from
Murray, was broadcast recently over
the National Public Radio ( NPR )
network and heard in 211 cities across
the country.
Heard on "All Things Considered," a
daily NPR news program, the feature
was produced by production coor-
dinator Gabe Hobbs of WKMS-FM,
Mutray State University's public radio
station. • • - ,
Included were interviews with Dr.
Ray Mofield, professor in the Depar-
tment of Radio-Television at Murray
State, and C. W. Magness, a retired
Marray resident who knew Stubblefield
as a child.
The feature was the second nationally
broadcast program produced by WK MS
during January. An earlier news report
produced by Bruce Smith, WKMS
station manager, focused on a four-
wheel drive pull at the West Kentucky
'Livestock Show and Exposition Center
on the campus in December.
WK MS, a 13,000-watt stereo station at
91.3 on the FM dial: serves listeners in
411enttcky, Tennessee, Illinois,' and
Missouri. It has a full-time staff of five





Student teaching assignments at
Murray Stale University have been
extended through the spring vacation
break to end March 17.
Bobby G. Malone, director of the field
placement, said students scheduled for
the full first eight weeks of the semester
are expected to continue through the
spring break.
Assignments for the first four weeks
of the spring semester have been
cancelled. Malone said every effort will
be made to reschedule these student;
either the last part of the second eight
weeks or during the foul-week in,
tercession period in May.
1 To 4 Inches Predicted
Kentucky Under .111
Advisory; More Snow Due
All of Kentucky was under a travelers
kelOty.TBday as the National Weather
'Service predicted new snow ac-
cumulations of Ito 4 inches.
The weather service's Louisville
office said Tuesday that there was a
'good chance"of snow, possibly ac-
cumulating 1 to 3 inches over all of
Kentucky except the southeast where 2
,ip4 inches is possible
Travel had been-restored to most of
the state Tuesday, despite shortages of
salt to clear the icy roads. But dozens of
school systems remained closed today
because of hazardous secondary roads.
Calls for National Guard help in
rescuing stranded Kentuckians, or
delivering emergency food, fuel and
medicine, had almost ceased, said
Gordon Nichols, spokesman for the
state Division' of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
.1,50_10 WYE_
guardsmen out today. In some counties -
they are sbfl ., out there delivering'
things,- Nichols said Tuesday.. .
"Those people will stay on probably
through the night, and in the morning
(today) they will probably be: deac-
tivated," he said.
Nichols said the division's
Emergency Operations Center in
Frankfort received no new reports of
isolated people Tuesday. "If there are
any, they arebeing handled locally," he
said.
The storm emergency, he said, was
"more or less over wall." -
State police said Interstate 75 ndrth of
L4xington and 1-64 west of Frankfort
remained icecoverecl, but main high-
ways elsewhere in the state had
improved.
Highway crews were able to clear
many county roads by Tuesday,
Nichols said.
Salt for roads was scarce, however,
_said Leooarci Kimball, spokesman foi
'the state Department of Trap-
sportatton. •
A barge carrying 1,700 tons of salt for
Which Was Worst
January '77 Or '78?
January of 1978 is now history and
many local people are having con-
- Ainning•discusgions about which was the
.---worst: January of 1977' or January of
• 1378, weatherwise.
7- Statistically speaking, according to
lite official weather records of local _
2frver JOhn E. 56:It:January Of 1877 ,
lacf-the *vest temperature for a given
: day (minus nine degree on Jan. 11)-and
-lower average temperatures for the
4ponth With highs averaging "31.3
degrees and lows averaging 14.2
degrees. "
• • 
"The lowest temperature recorded in
January of this year was three abov-e-
zero on Jan. 26. The average high
temperature for January of 1978 was
33.1 degrees and the Ipw-averaged 17.67,
Temperatures this January ranged
from a high of 62 degrees on Jan. 7 to
three degree low. In January of 1977,
the high temperature recorded was 48
degrees on Jan. 26.
Scott reported that the total snowfall
for the month was relatively close with
18.3 inches falling in 1977 and 21.2 in-
ches this year, .
The major difference in the two
Januarys, he pointed out, was the total
accummlation which remained on the
ground. In 1977, the most snow on the
ground at any one time was eight inches
on January 9 following snowfalls of 5
inches and 3.1 inches on Jan. 8 and 9.
This year, total accumulation
measured 10 inches on Jan. 16 following
a 8.4 inches snowfall on Jan. 12 and
another 5.2 inch snowfall on the 16.
Those two 4nowfal were followed by a •
tio-and-one-lialf cher on Jan_ 17 and.
three more inch s on Jan. 19.
January 9 was the only day of the
month in 1977 on which eight inches or
more was recorded. But in 1978, eight
inches or more were on the ground on
seven different days, -from Jan. 16
through Jan. 21 and again an-Jan. 25. •
And even though the total snowfall for
the month *as relatively close, when
converted to precipitation (actual
water fallen) 1978 is well out in front
with 6.8 inches of total precipation
compared to 2.22 in 1977.
Kentucky jvids waabcog
Cincinnati, but there was no word of,-
other neiZaeliveries, Kimball said.
The Transportation Department
reported in a news release Monday that
''salt supplies across the state are
extremely low, and there appears to be'
little hope of restbcking those supplies
this week." ,
Kimball said that situation had not
changed, and that highway crews were
saving salt by using cinders or sand
wherever itossible.
The Department has used 70,000 tons
of salt already this winter, approaching
the total of 89,000 tons used during all of
last winter, he said.
During the five milder winters that
preceded the winter of 1976-77, he said,





The Calloway County Public Library
-will reopen again on Thursday mor-
ning, Feb. 2, weather permitting, ac-
cording to Margaret Trevathan,
librarian. The library has been closed
due to the condition of the parking lot,
the librarian said.
Mrs. Trevathan said wbenthe library
• -was open on the days the ice and snow •
covered the area, tharthe• staff spent • 4 .
most of the time pushing the patrons'
cars fr'Om the parking lot. Road crews
an,c1 street workers were busy in other
emergencies and could not be available
to help with the pushing, etz., of cars in
-- the parking lot. The parking lot has
been cleared four times by graders, but
layer of ice still covers theint_end_...
inost of the area is on an incline making
it aliaost impossible to go in or out, staff
members said.
In January of 1978, we had 18-days.ht-
which temperature did not reach 32
degrees. In Jan. of 1977 we had 14 days
in which the temperture remained
below freezing mark.
And for the record, at the end of
January- this year (Tuesday) five in-
ches of accumulation remained on the
ground and the weather bureau in
Louisville is predicting up to four in-
ches tonight to get February off to a
good( ? start.
Persons having books due during
.these snow and ice covered area days
Will not be charged fines for any
overdue books, Mrs. Trevathan said.
She said the "poetry" luncheon,
originally scheduled for Jan. 26 and
again on Feb. 2, has been cancelled
until further notice.
Mrs. Trevathan said she was sorry
for the inconvenience of the library
being closed and hoped that the library
will be able to be open again tomorrow
for the patrons.
Twelfth Night Cast Members Named
Three Murray juniors at Murray
State University have been selected as
cast members for "Twelfth Night," a
University Theatre production set for
Feb. 23-25.
The 22-member cast will include
speech and theatre arts majors Johnny
Cannon, Barbara Joan Kemper, and
Roderick Reed.
Cannon is the son of Mr and Mrs.
John Cannon of 1110 Sycamore Street.
He serves as district chairman of the
Kentucky College Republican
Federation and is a member of the
organization's executive board. A
political science mirair, he is a member
of Pi Sigma. Alpha, Honorary Political
Science SoCiety, and Sock and Buskin
Drama Club. He will play the role of
Malvolio in the production. ..
Miss Kemper, the daughter of-' Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Kemper of Cadiz, is
president of Alpha,Phi, social sorority.
The reigning Miss Murray State, -she
will play the role of Viola in the
production.
Reed will play the role of Antonio. He
is the son of Mrs. Orea Nell Bumphis of
204 Pine Street.
"Twelfth Night," written by William
Shakespeare, is a comedy of disguise
and love which takes place in the
country of Illyria during the
Elizabethan era. The action takes place
on the twelfth day after Christmas.
Robert E. Johnson, associate
professor in the Department of Speech
and Theatre, will direct the production
with sets designed by David S. S. Davis,
Owensboro junior.
Curtain time for the performances is
8 p.m.. each evening in . the University
Theatre of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on the campus. Admission is
inside today Ow Section - 14 Pages
The Calloway County girls remained undefeated with an overtime
- win at Marshall County Tuesday but the win was costly as the Lakers
had two players injured. The Laker boys lost 65-61. to the Marshals.
Sports editor Mike Brandon has the details. Also, the Mway State
Lady Racers upset Morehead last night and assistant sports in-
formation director Tony Wilson has the details in today's Sports
Section, pages 6, Sand 9,
travelers advisory today's index.
Travelers advisory this af-
ternoon and tonight
Mostly cloudy , today and
tonight with snow beginning this
afternoon and accumulating one
to three inches before ending late
tonight. Highs today in the mid to
upper 2O -Lows tonight in the
teens. Clearing on Thursday.
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University Theatre, Murray State





Members of the Murray Community
Theatre and faculty of the Department
-of Music at Murray State University
will present the complete ballet, "The
Story of a Soldier," by Igor Stravinsky
on Friday evening, Feb. 3.
Open to the public at no admission
charge, the production will begin at
8:15 p m. in the old Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Based on a Rassian folk tale, the
stpry: involves a soldier who sells his-
sOul to the devil. The skill of the corn-
'poser in all aspects of music and script
has led many critics to describe the
work as "Stravinsky at his best."
A Readers Theatre format will be
the production. 
used presenting this interpretation ofh
Murray Community. Theatre
members will include: Bill Phillips; '
narrator; Bill Crittenden, the soldier;
and John O'Brien, the devil.
John Hancock will conduct the
Murray Chamber Players. They are;
Dr. David -Nelson, violin; Bill Koehler;
bass;'Don Story, clarinet; David -
Gowans, bassoon; David ,Shantr,
trumpet; Ray. Conklin. trombone'' and-
Toth V ana rsdel,- percussion
. .
• • . .
amaaa
condi bns.
Recital by Susan Piper,
LaCenter, will be held at
month. seven p.m. at the Recital Hall
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
Murray Women- of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.,
at: the lodge hall.
XI Alpha Delte _Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the EMS 'Center at 7:30"p.m.
Murray Chapter of...Life
Underwriter§ Association will
meet at the Holiday Inn at
twelve noon with the Rev.
Jerry aendleY aa -Weaker- -
Satarday," February '4 -
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled temest at the lodge
hall at seven p.m.
'Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7430 ppm.-
mho.)  ea,
W •• •• W
0•1••••1:a4:•;•••••••
tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Ca1L753-3314
regp:11
1008 Chestnut
PAU 2 nu MURRillY, Ky., LOGIN & nsus, Wednesday, Mann 1, Ian
Anniversary Dinner
64.
Held By Local Couple
. _ .
MR. AND MRS. HOMER E. LANCASTER of 212 Woodlawn,
Murray, celebrated their 50th wedding anniversiffy on Satur-
iday, Jan. 28, with a dinner with their immediate family here atthe Colonial House Smorgasbord.
. The couple was married on Jan. 28, 1928, by the Rev. C. E. _
Norman, then pastor of the First United Metbodid Church,
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Lancaster were the first two persons to
be married by the Rev. Norman after he came to Murray.
Mrs. Lancaster is the former Hazel Sykes, daughter of the
_late W. 11 Sykes and Sally Ford Sykes.- Mr. Lancaster is the
eon of.thela4# Robert and Dora Wallace Lancaster.
They have two daughters, Mrs. Eli (Sally) Alexander of
Murray and Mrs. Wayne (Patricia) Young of Albuquerque, N.
, M. Their five grandchildren are Sharon Young, Lee Ann
Young, Eli Alexander, Jr., Jon Alexander, and Stuart Alexan-
der.
• Mr. &id Mrs. Lancaster resided in San Francisco, Calif., for
about thirty years while he was with the Del Monte Cor-
poration. They came to Murrayato reside about' six years ago
following Mr. Lancaster's retirement. They attend the First





School Parent Teacher Club
has caneelled_ its meeting.
Dowdy and -Haggard Vows
To Be Read At Goshen
The wedding of Miss Robin Dowdy, daughter of Mr. =114
G.,Russell Dowdy, Sr., of Mdrray, to Donald F. Haggard III,
son of Dr. and Mz,. Dunakl P. Haggard, Ji., sA Louisville, will
be solemnized on Saturday, Feb. 4.
Place of tbe wedding will be at the Goshen United Methodiit Mrs- J. R. writes. -A
Church, located at the intersection of Highways 121 and 299 at
Stella. The Rev. Julian Warren will officiate at the ceremony
to he-read at two p.m. oii Siturday. • • " • " '--"-
A reception will follow at the Holiday Inn. Murray.
Friends and relatives are asked to please note the change in
place•from the Bethel United Methodist Church to the Goshen






By Abigail Van Buren
Friday, February 3 ,.. 1978 by Ciudad° Tribune N Y News Synd Inc
Golden Age Club has can-
celled its meeting this month
due to the illness of several
 ............11/818.188&fintaWAJWAVW
Thursday, February 2
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has
cancelled its meeting for this
WALT DISNEY
PETE'S
L-Thru —1 DRAGON o
LIOMOrrOm j No PASSES
1910 C'Nestnut
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DEAR ABBY: Last week read another report of a
woman who was dragged from her home by her husband
and shot on-the street in full-view-of tieighborsanct -several-
--...-Jmisaassasairiadene-oneAisipedw-***,.
It got me to thinking about what I would do if I were to
Witness such an act. Of course I would notify the police, but
in the meantime the poor woman could suffer a terrible
-beating and even be killed. What else could I do to help,
.other than call the police?
I certainly couldn't attack a man who hild a gun or a
knife. He could easily kill me, and-I have a responsibility to
my family to stay alive. If! were to shoot the man and he
lived, I'm afraid he would come after me next.
flew, Abby, ask your law enforcement friends to give
some advice to people who want to help, bixt also want to
remain alive. '
. N.M. IN -ARDMORE, OHLA
DEAR N.M.: 'All my law enforcement friends and
consultant$ agree that-the-wisest movi is to call the police
immediately, and be sum to Massa that it.ie an emergency.
disease that I don't under-
• stand has cropped up in
-our -farnly, and .1 want..to
learn more about it. A
nephew- has been "found to
have cystic fibrosis. I have
been told that it is inher-
ited and serious."
A: Cystic fibrosis is an
inherited dieeese and, is
serious. It is transmitted
by a recessive gene, and
this means that tooth the
Mother arid Tathe.r
tiers, but- ttley- don'tlii ire
the disease. In a person
with the recessive gene, it
is present but will not pro-
duce any trouble, unless
combined with a similar
gene from another person.
Such combinations are
rattier unusual bgeause
only about 5 prcent.of the
Caucasian population in
this country are carriers.
Steve Keel Named
To Dean's List -
Steve Keel, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Keys Keel of Murray,
has been named to the dean's




trouble by affecting the
glands of the body. In the
garly _years, of life. , the.
effects may be vague and
difficult to detect:. —
If the lui-igs are involved.
they are more .subject to
recurrent infections. -Inffi-
cult breathing problems
may have symptoms that
are similar to bronchitis or
asthma.
Involvement a the pan-
"wrilaS-ah-dlithet:
'theinttltinal-trart Vey--
result in impaired diges-
tion, especially of fats, and
lead to severe malnutri-
tion.
Sweat glands in the skin
are affected, and the con-
centration of an excess of
salt In de sweal can serve
as a practical means of
diagnosing this subtle dis-
ease.
How the abnormal genes
cause the various signs.
and symptoms of cystic
fibrOsis unknown. There-
fore, treatment can only be
directed at trying to offset
the abnormal.- problems
that arise in a particular
case; such management is
not a cure. These unfor-
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
tunate victims continue to
have impairments 'that of-
ten grow worse and lead to
a shortened life and earl/
death-- ThiFk Viten- die-in-
their teens' orearly 20S.
Hopefully, research in
the future will shesi more
light on how the disease
comes about, and treat-




QM s. K. wrIteSffiatlfie.
is a-remilar jogger. For the
sake of comfort, she
prefers not to wear a bra
while jogging. However,
she, is troubled with irri-
tated nipples, and she asks
for suggestions that might
prevent such a problem.
-A-: Jogger's tupples re
suit from the irritation
brought on from friction
between them and the cov-
ering garment. Therefore.
avoid the customary heavy
T-shirt and wear instead a
thin,- -light blouse with a
smooth finish, such as one
made' of synthetic Or shUt-
material.
Before starting to, jog,
cover the nipples liberally
with talcum powder. Some
joggers find that coating




ence tItnilar nipple irrit-a--
tion and haveto use protec-
tive coatings. Some add a
layer of tape or adhesive
over the talc or petrola-
tum.
Women with large or
pendulous breasts should
keep trying tO find a corn-
-Intratite-Tbrk.:"”t6giila rTy
joggrng braless 'over -lln
extended period can have a
tendency to stretch the
supporting_ tissue of the
breasts, whether they are
large or small.
DEAR ABBY: I am a reasonably attractive 27-year-old
woman. A friend, also a woman, age 30, went with me to a
very ince...supper club for an evening out.. We were not
there to hunt male company. All we. wanted was a cocktail,
dinner and girl talk.' Obviously vie were pot. flirting with-
any of the men in the place. ,
Halfway through dinner, a man about 50 came in with a
woman and took the table next to ours.
Just as they were leaving, the man stopped by our table
and said, "May I ask you- a question? Are you two in
love-with each other?"
We were too stunned to say anything. at the time. out
after they left we thought of many appropriate. Abby-like
retorts.
Later we learned that the man is a judge! Such gross
rudeness and poor judgment in anyone is hard to take, but
in one who is supposed to rule impartially an complicated
issues, it's frightening!
Were we wrong to be there? Somehow I can't believe
the judge would have asked that question of two men
dining together.
INCREDULOUS IN ORLANDO
DEAR INCRED: Don't bet on how this judge would
have judged two men dining together. Anyone who is so
curious about the sexual preferences of strangers that he
would inquire, obviously has a selious problem in that
area. And no, you were not wrong to have been there.
DEAR ABBY: I have tried to-SCIve my problem myself,
but it has gone too far for me.
I have a 12-year-old son who is an only child, and my
husband babies him to death. Anything Scottie wants,
Scottie gets.
Well, Scottie has been out of school going on the fifth
week. He says he doesn't feel well, and his father believes
him and lets him stay home. I know Scottie could go to
school if he wanted to, because the minute the bus is gone
Scottie feels better. He spends the day watching TV,
eating and fooling around.
If I try to make him go to school, his father says I am
being "mean." I am not mean, Abby, I am only trying to do
what's best for the boy. Can you help me?
DESPERATE MOM
DEAR MOM: A physician should examine Scottie and
decide whether or not he is well enough to go to school. If
he is, go a step further and find out WHY Scottie doesn't
want to go to school. A conference with his teacher might
be the key to the whole problem.
Getting married? No matter how little you (lave to spend
or how unconventional your lifestyle, it can be lovely. Send
for Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Enclose 91 and a long, stamped 124 cents) self-addressed















































Keel, a graduate of Murray
High School, Is a student in the
biological sciences depart-
ment of the university



























Mr. and Mrs. Michael-Lee
Wiggins of Sedalia Route One
are the parents of a baby girl,
Lori Ann, born on Saturday,
Jan. 21, at the Murray-
Calloway County. Hospital. -
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bonnie Wiggins and Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Wiggins, all of
Sedalia.
LOAD LOOSELY
To get the most for your
detergent dollar, load your
washer loosely so the clothes
move freely through the
water. Overcrowding can
cause disappointment no
matter how effective ligtur
detergent. Give your,
detergent a chance and let it













At Big Bucks czeit
...Put Your
Ads In The 
1
Newspaper!
hooting for bigger profits? Aiming to
get the most impact from 'your selling
message? There's just one place that will
get your message across. . and won't
make a killing with your advertising „.
lars ... the newspaper! Your ads will be
spotted by our entire circulation ... that
alone can trigger a faster response . . .
and the cost is LOW! Put your selling mes-
sage to work for you ... in the newspaper!
Milierray Ledger & Times
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Rogers-Wylie Wedding Vows Read At Church
Miss Beverly Ann Rogers,
daughter, of Mr. and Mrs.
Lenith A. Rogers of Murray,
became the bride of Samuel H.
Wylie. son of Mr. and Mes
James S. Wylie of Mayfield,
on Saturday, Dec, 17, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
,- Christ, Murray.
• Bro. John Dale performed
the double ring ceremony at
six p. m. before an arched
candelabrum centered with a
floral arrangement of red
carnations. On each side of the
arch stood a white Grecian
column holding a basket of red
carnations. A brass.awicl and
tree candelabrum 'also added
eleigatye tu the altar scene.
The-family Pews were marked'
with arrangements of holly
centered with a red candle.




"One Hand. Ope Heart." "My
7,--7:rawn- True:Love," and the
traditional Wedding marches.
Mrs. Danny Brittain
presided at the guest register
which • was placed in the
vestibule of the church. The
table was covered with a red
• floor- length cloth overlaid
- lace. 1 An
• arrangement of red silk roses
and holly, centered with a
lighted candle, enhanced the
table.
Bride's s 
eitih ertleffie _a sore.dlook. _wiw band of
— anItrbrher father-Ind./Oven lace encircled the hem and
in marriage by her parents,- chapel length train.
was radiant in her formal The tiara crown of lace was
gown of white organza and re- attached to a mantilla length
embroidered chzuailly lace, veil of illusion edged in
The bodice was lavishly matching lace. Her bouquet
decorated with lace and was a bridal nosegay of red
sprinkled with pearls. The silk roses and baby's breath.
Mrs. Wylie, mother of the
groom, wore a formal dress of
cranberry qtana k0it with
n101CMWEIS.5.9.?Tn'irs. She
wore corsages "of white car-
nations.
Mrs. Solon Shackelford,
grandmother of the bride, and
Mrs. Ben Holland, grand-
mother of the groom, wore
corsage:3-0f white, .carilatiO11#!
The wedding was directed
by Mrs. Rose Nell Keeling.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
basement of the church.
The bride's table, covered.
with a red cloth overlaid with
white lace, was centered with
a.silver -candelabrum hold -
red silk roses and baby's
breath.
Serving the cake were Miss
Betty Lou Hill and Miss Betty
Ann Rogers, Cousins of the
bride. Miss Cynthia Cash,
cousin of Mega," and *ft. 
Drinny Brittain served the
punch. They were assisted by
,
Mrs. Bobby Perkins, cousin of
the -groom.
After the reception the
..couple left the church in their
wedding attire. After
• - .
ehanguig at their new home,
they left for their wedding trip
with the bride wearing a beige-
pantsuit ppd. Matching plaid
- Mr: and -Mrs..Wylie are-now
at home at 603 South 11th
Street, Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Prior to the rehearsal on
Friday evening, Mr. and Mrs.
James S. Wylie entertained
the bridal party with a dinner
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The -u-shaped- table- ware
covered with a whitt.S,l9th and
centered with an asipittpernent
of holly. Smaller
arrangements and place cards
completed the table decor.
Covers were laid for twenty-
- six guests.
- The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendatns.
Mr: and- Mrs. Samttetif-IFylie
sheer bishop sleeves -were Miss Susan Rogers, sister of
Cuffed with. lace closed with the bride, served as maid of
tiny covered buttons. The full honor. Her formal gown was
flowing skirt was--graeed with- designed of forest green giaria -
-•Skau WiWk.
floor length forest green cape_
tririinv ed with white maliby
which surrounded her fate.
She carried a white fur muff,
created by her mother, which
was adorned with red silk
roses and red silk streamers.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Bonnie Lyons, Miss Janie
Lamb, and Mrs.11iater=
all of Murray.
were identical to that of the
maid of honor and they also
carried while fur' muffs.
Miss Kelly Midyett of
Memphis, Tn., was the flower
girl. She wore a formal gown
- of forest green qiana knit with
a white eyelet bodice and red
--trim. She carried a white
wicker basket with red rose
petals. -
Serving as ring bearer was
_ Miss Kristen Midyett of
eso 44Memphis, Tn. She' as
dressed identicalto the flower
girl and carried a white satin
pillow  with streamers tied in
love knots-
The groom and his groom-
amen wore mint green
tuxedoes with white ruffled
shirts trimmed in mint green.
Marvin Keeling of Murray.
served as best man.
Groomsmen were Eddie
-Rogers, brother of the bride,
and Charlie Armstrong and
Greg Hardeman,. both of
Nashville, Tn. •
For her dmighter's wed-
ding, Mrs. Rogeri chose to
wear a formal coral pink dress
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DUNNA WAY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ed
Dunnaway of Murray Route
Eight are the -parents of a
baby boy, Matthew Shawn,
weighing eight pounds two
ounces, measuring 2034 in-
ches, born on Saturday, Jan.
21, at 8:11 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Michael Shane, age six. The
father is self employed at
Dunnaway's Body Shop.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Dunnaway of
Murray Route Eight and Mr.
,and Mrs. William Majors of
Murray Route One. Great
grandmothers are Mrs. Mellie
Sills of New Concord and Mrs.
Yettie Wallace of Mayfield.
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N. 126 St., Olympic Plaza
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"Book Tar. and "-Action in
Frenkforr NW be featured by
the Calloway Retired
Teachers_ Associatiod,yeb. 6,
at their first 1978 meeting in
Ellis Center. Dr. Matt Spark-
man, president of. the
Association, will preside at the
two p. m. session Monday.
Mrs. Olga Freeman, Hazel,
will lead a discussion on the
!lauok Talk" program, with
ildra.L. Hortin and Clinton
Rowlett as contributing
panelists. Dr. Ruby E. Smith,
program committee chair-
person, made arrangements
for the book review discussion
and the report an current
legislation in the General
. Members of the Legislative
Committee of 'the Calloway_
Retired Teachers are: Dr.
Harry Sparks, chairman.,
Jack Gardner, Dr. E. B.
Howton, and Otis Lovins.
These committee members
will comment on the state
budget and pending action
affecting retired teachers in
Kentucky.
The Association has a
pembership of 128 retired.
teachers in Calloway County.
Officers of the association
are: D. Matt Sparkman,
president; Hazel Tarry, vice
president; Agnes McDaniel,
secretary; and Lorene Swann,
treasurer.
Reports by the treasurer,
the secretary and appointed
committees will be made at
this meeting.
• 
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE









SALE ENDS FEB. 6
The Drug Store



















































































































































Downtown shopping Center HOURS: 7.. m.-9
Dog Food
25 Lb Save 30
unk 
$269Ration
, Green Giant-With estiorSascit.
Lima -Beans
/ Frostylorios-Ipsars




liii lionuk DeL 79!
Given Away Each Week
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
Last Week's Sally Couley
Winner Murray
*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursdal
Morning.
.Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
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Seen Star Wars? Then You
remember Artoo-Detoo, the lit-
tle robot who talked in "bleep,
blurp" language. What you
may not have recognized is that
----when he was bleeping and blur-
ping he was reading Ken-
tucky's revised statutes.
The first rule of writing laws,
obviously, is to put them in
language so confusing that no
two people can agree on what
- they mean._ Thus most local ,-- InSineePOrt
state and federal laws read as 
though written by a malfunc-
tioning typewriter on which
somebody had dropped a gar-
bage can.
That is what makes all the
- more startling 'the
revolutionary proposal, by
Representative Kenneth C.
Imes of Murray, that Ken-
tucky's laws be written in ronv-
wise agreed where an in-
strument is taken for an un-
derlying obligation,- the
obligation is pro tanto
discharged if a bank is drawer,
maker or acceptor of the in-
strument and there is no
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PANAMA CITY - If Geis. Omar desperate hope here is that the Senate a potentially explosive emotion kept
prehensibie English. But Avid_ T?r.rt-ee. the ier_etyleA criileitmein will attach the Carter-Torrijos just beneath the surface by an acute, ewns a-- -$1te--ritilt
 Paliama,-altireedliflite'-statement-45-‘the-treatY -0fdr- as an '-acetitate-ii-wareness- of the futility -eaaNlaawaaeiw-*t-eaanPaskiaa-th-reauth----your horseer- - 'ELS  „SenW• reau witturiezuvr _Jitowas,-41e-woll-aa-nailtions-o841ollara-of- -
This idea, like similar treaty to a second plebescit here, the treaty text unchanged, finessing a the north. A new plebescite might crack reireTtat
e in the U.S. '
proposals these days to sim- result would probably be 
humiliating second plebescite. - that surface in a wholly unpredictable 0+0 -
defeat for both the treaty and the What Betancourt failed to ex lebt 
Editor:
---
,plify the language in.
 
General however, 
. P way, a fact that neither Torrijos nor the
is why 
Most people we have talked with
regulations Isitiede by the
ri7-41F—T, • • te
a second plebesc,ite
Just such a lethal stew is now being might well defeat the treaty. It woad
federal bureaucracy, sounds cooked up by treaty enemies in the U.S. hinge as much on the rising un- '
sensible. But it has its dark Senate. If they succeed in attaching Popula
rity of Torrijos as on the hostile
side, too, since it would cause formal amendments to 
the treaty and but unstated reaction everywhere here
the 700,000 voters here have another to the parade of visiting Senators
 massive unemployment among- chance to say “-si" or "no," the results twisting Panama's arm to accept_
2 those who have a vested_in!,.- -win be' - a' - massive, , probably fatal treaty changes. These changes are
terest in the present system. decline in public support ( which only • • 'preceived as humiliating.
They get paid for writing the reached-a meager 66 per cent in the---' If the General has to take the treaty--
laws and later paid for in- Oct. 73 firit-plebesciterY7-w-- - - 
back to the country, in my opinion it
Romulo-Betancourt, Torrijoestooft--. would fail," David Samudio,•head of the —
terpreting what the laws mean. outspoken chief treaty negotiator, told large ( but now legally inactive) Liberal
Who would call the Attorney us that if anti-treaty Senators nail a Party, told us. _ ____._-_____
General's office for an opinion formal amendment ( as opposed to an 
A political enemy of Torrijos ever
since the General seized power, Nasser-
if every citizen could read and 
"understanding") into the neutrality
treaty, incorporating the permanent like, in 1968, Sannudio supported the
—*understand the laws of -the - .. - U.S. right to • intervene "against any first 'plebescite alter the directorate of
Commonwealth? Who. would aggression or treat" against the canal, the Liberai-Pittly voted for it, 48 to 9.
need to hire a lawyer or con- a second plebescite *ill be unavoidable The party's governing body would
sultant to analyze legislation if under Panama law. That U.S. -right" • undoubtedly vote overwhelmingly
he could read and comprehend-- is now in the form of a joint statement 
•-• against backing a second plebescite,
it himself? What would - the-- 
6y President Carter and Torrijos. costing Torrijos tens of thousands of
"Torrijos is not trying to make - Votes.
Mr. Newman has written books
on the use (and misuse) of the
English language. In one, Stric-
tly Speaking, he volunteered
this observation:
"Something drastic _ is..
needed, for while language —
the poor state of language in the
United States — may not be at
the heart of our problems, it
isn't divorced from them
either. It is at least conceivable
that our politics would be im-
proved if our English were, and
so would other parts of our
national life. If we were more
careful about what we say, and
how, we might be more critical
and less gullible. Those for
whom words have lost their
valeu are likely to find that
ideas have also lost their
value."
Unless Mr. Newman, Mr.
Imes and their counterparts
elsewhere in the land get their
way, our grandchildren will
confront the same gibberish we
encounter when reading
today's laws. Take this one
from Kentucky: "Unless other-
judges do if the law were SO trouble," Betancourt slid. The almost. Reason No. 1: national pride. This is
plain that most civil suits no 
second plebescite as the weapon.
"Another plebescite will not be decided
longer were necessary? 4 on the treaty," one well-informed
Words First, Then Ideas 
Western diplomat told us. "It will stand
.- or fall on Torrijos."'
Representative Imes cites Thus, the treaty is under a heavy
broadcast journalist Edwin threat form 
collateral political han-
Newman as the moving spirit 
dicaps here as it is in the U.S. There, a
behind his proposed reform.  
major iznpdiment is deep, emotional
concern over yielding control of the
lahe riti-Torrijos establishment will
discuss publicly for fear of offending
the U.S.
Reason No. 2: Torrijos himself. Many
prominet anti-Torrijos leaders here -
'businessmen, bankers, traders - voted
-"sr in the October plebecite despite
full awareness that a "no" vote would
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EARTIIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. It
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I recently married a
lady from England and she will be
joining me here in America soon. I am
going to retire and begin drawing Social
Security benefits next year. Will my
wife, even though she will not be a
citizen, be able to draw wife's benefits
on my work record? She is 64 and I am
66. B.C.
A. Yes, her citizenship is not a factor
in entitlement to wife's benefits.
HEARTLINE: I am a 63-year-old
widow and I draw my Social Security
benefits. I have been very lonely the
last couple of years. I would love to
start a correspondence with someone
near my own age. Do you know any pen
pal clubs? S.K.
A. Heartline has developed a pen pal
club exclusively for people over age 50.
"Heartline's American 60 Club" has
been in existence for over three years
and has thousands of members
throughout the country. This is not a
dating or matchmaking club. For
complete information and an
enrollment card, write "Heartline's
American 60 Club,- 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please
enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
envetope with your request.
HEARTLINE: I recently went to a
meeting where they were trying to get
people to invest $1000 for a
distributorship for this company. It
seemed very good because I would
make money off everyone I brought in
and in turn I would make money on the
people that they brought in. Do you
know anything about this type of in-
vestment? K.S.
A. This sounds very similar to what is
known as a "pyrarnid scheme." The
''pyramid" scheme is essentially a
business variation of the familiar
"chain letter." It works this way:
Promotor ("P") offers A and B the
chance to "iovest" by purchasing
"distributorships" at 81000 each. The
*Ntstritoitaiklips"mtve • A and B the •-••
•
-exclusive" right to sell distributor-
ships,io others for $1000 each and to sell
certain products to the public.
However, each $1000 that A and B
receive from 'their saleS- of
distributorships must be divided with
P, say 50-50. Thus, theoretically, A and
B can realize $500 on each
distributorship they sell and can
completely recover their initial $1000
investment by selling only two
distributorships. P. however, has
received not only A's and B's $1000
each, but also $500 for each
distributorship that A and B sell.
Initially, it appears that this can go on
forever, with no one being hurt and
everyone making money. But, figures
show that the number of investors need
to keep the pyramid scheme working
quickly exceeds the population of the
United States.
Investors generally set two ob-
jectives in evaluating an investment:
(1) As high a return as possible
("yield" in the form of interest,
dividends, and-or long term ap-
preciation), and (2) Safety. Pyramids
schemes normally attract unsuspecting
investors by the promise of an
unusually high rate of return,_
Experience has demonstrated,
however, that as a general rule, the
higher the return on an investment, the
riskier it is likely to be. In other words,
the higher return is usually paid to
justify the higher risk, While inflation
may make it more difficult to evaluate
what a normal rate of return is today,
the prudent investor will compare the
return promised or proposed with that
generally being realized on other types .
of investments.
It is impossible to describe
thoroughly the various forms pyramid
schemes might take, but these
operations do have certain hallmarks.
You should be particularly cautious
when an investment opportunity em-
phasizes:
- Very high yield.
- Quick return.
- A "once in a lifetime" op-
portunity.
- The chance to "get in on the
ground floor."
More information on investments can
be obtained from: Securities and
Exchange Commission Investor Ser-
vices AO N. Capitol St., Washington, D..
. C. 20549, Phone t 202 ) 5234516.-- - -
hurt the maximum leader. That
dectstori, based on the deeper interest of
Panama's future and its relationship to
the - tf.s:; would -yield to rabid anti-
Torrijosism in a second ballot.
In ten yars, Torrijos has pyramided
the national debt from $160 million to
nearly $2 billion; has closed the credit
window- tO the oUtside world; has
earmarked 38 cents Of every tax dollar
for debt' mi vice; has allowed unem-
ployMent to go close to 20 percent; and,
"most important, has extinguished all
vestige of democracy.
Naturally, then, the temtation is
strong to strike a Torrijos, using a
stupendous canal enterprise at the time
the U. S. is in a worldwide defensive
posture which has its roots in the
humiliation of the Vietnam defeat.
:s • In 'between- his- attenints - to market
the treaty retail to visiting U.S.
Senators, Torrijos is keeping quiet - and
praying. Going public with his fears
about a second plebescite might looi
pke a threat, bringing reprisals form
Washington.
But his fear is genuine. A second
plebescite could prejudice his political
career in a most unpleasant way. But
that would scarcely be noticed in the
wreckage of Jimmy Carter's failed
effort following 13 years of U. S.
promises to Panama.
Bible Thought
For here we have no continuing
city, but we seek one to come. He-
brews 13:14
Jesus' followers are-, loN, a I to ihf
matters Of state But e as( ('rn. ;clop
the eternal metmpotls of Cori where-
in dwells righteousness
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated-articles on this page are
presented for _ the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper, would
be a disservice to Out readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been' dischssed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
, the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or





By GENE McCLITCHEON 4
i 
Murray Ledger & Times Edit()
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• 'Members of/the Unificat on Church followers and diverted them to build his'
have reportedly been soncitatieg own empire rather than. using them
donations in our community, much to church-related work. -
the dismay of several local citizens and One Moonie we -talked with in the
.-„
Murray City officials. office of Murray Mayor Melvin Henley-
One reason for the dismay on the part a few days ago told us that they ar
of the city officials is that their hands "missionaries" and that they ar
are tied as far as prohibiting the against Communism and that the!.
sokntwintaati:loobnithese..,group, coming,* money colleeted is used in those causes...'.:
But the statement was not supported'
The Moonies, who belong to Koiimia";---101,11 eviCkNgra the work.
evangelist Sun Myung Moon's-- --- _ ,.. . Ot 0 . .
Unification Church have a right to We urge everyone in our community.
solicit donations just as do other to get positive identification from any
churches or civic groups, members of solicitor before making a donation. If :
the city council have been told. an individual refuses to give in- .
The best way to eliminate the formation giving his or her identify and ;
_Moonies from our community would be the organization and purpose to which;
- to cut off their reason for coming here,,(A•he donation is Nallifk.c.411 the Murralk; ,
...
--Witif nTot-thanit'kfklilathey-risw-liiill-hathenirg a"rcoauusnde'Veweryil Police DepartmelLT 
--I
"
long. If the citiiens of Our community do'.
not *ant Moonies in our town and •:,
And we've got' some question in our apparently they do not as evidenced 6y. i
mind as to the purpose of the Moonies. a petitioo bearing over 1,000 signatures
---- The Unification Church-was bronight that was presented to the City Councd-;
:to-the U.S. in the early part of the 19703 this week ) we say again ...do not donate, •_
-:by - -Moon, a millionaire industralist7_ - to them.
from Korea. The Unification Church
has tax-exempt status and is not Letter To The Editor
required to make public its financial
business. Some reports say Moon, as an
In your good paper several days ago,about the Moonies believe that Moon
publicitgand commendation was givenhas taken • the funds scavenged by his
to various people for the help they gave
Looking Back— _ to their neighbors and others in Oa
 area. They deserved every bit of it and
perhaps more, however, I feel many,
10 Yea' rs Ago many others in the
 area deserve some -
publicity and commendation also.
I start off with our Police Department
Army Sergeant First Class Joe H. headed by Brent Mantling, then Max
Thorn is serving with the Armed Forces %kris, Sheriff, and his 'staff, the'
in Veitnam. • Sanitation Department, the Electric
Larry Stone and David Wayne System, the Postal Service, the, Street -
Watson were inducted into the' Army in Department and others. All desetire
the January draft call from Calloway credit, equally, but the Street Depar-
County, according to Mrs. Gussie tment really comes to mind when I
Adams, chief clerk of Local Board No. recall a trip we made to Paducah last
10 of the Selective Service. Tuesday. Sripw clearance on the main
An average of $46"; was reported streets in Paducah was pretty good but
on the sale of dark fired tobacco on the in Mayfield I have to say it was.awful as
Murray Market, according to 011ie compared to the job our Street
Barnett, reporter for-the local market. Department did. Each and every week-
R.L. Cooper spoke on "Physical of the year our Sanitation Department
Fitness" at the meeting of the puts to shame the same departments, in
Robertson School Parent-Teacher Louisville and Paducah where we
Association, resided previously.
Ted Atkins, William Kendall, and:.' Now the thing which amazed me
Kenneth Tubbs were winners in the most, was the fact not one day did we
Single Dog Hunt held by the Twin fail to get The Murray Ledger & Times
Lakers Coonhunters Club. the same day it was published. There
may be other carriers as good, but none
.'20 Years Ago better than ours; Keith Boyle.
From what I hear from people who
know Sheriff Morris rather well he will
not close his eyes toward trafficking in
illegal substances, nor will he plead for
parole for the one convicted on such
charge. Mark _my words, Morris- is
destined to become just about the best".
Sheriff Calloway has had since we-
came to Murray in 1950.
I conclude by stating that, everything
considered, there are no better people
anywhere and no better environment in
which to live than Murray and
Calloway County. Honest. Throughout
the area neighbor helps neighbor and it
is no easy task to do so in properties
bordering Kenlake and areas between -
the lakes.
I realize this is poorly put, never-,Births reported include a boy Rodger
theless it is done with the best of in-
Dean, to Mrs. and Mrs. Dorsey D.
tentions.
Hendon on Jan. 21, and a boy, Ronald




The Murray Training School Colts 42071
beat the Hazel Lions and the Almo
Warriors beat the Lynn Grove Wildcats
WRITE TO PoLltiCIAN'S
Miss Gladys Dowdy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Dowdy, and senior at
New Concord High School, won the
DAR historical essay contest held
under the direction of Rebecca Devine,
historian of the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.
Dr, John Quertermous, president,
and pi. Devilbiss, secretary, both of
the Murray Rotary Club, presented the
program at the meeting of the club held
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Taylor of
Murray Route Four will celebrate their
50th weeding anniversary with an open
house at their home on Feb. 2.
in opening games of the Calloway
County Basketball Tournament held at
Sports Arena, Murray State College.
High scorers were Rogers with 24 for
the Colts, Duncan with 17 for Lions,
Lamb with 25 for Warriors, and Warren
with 40 for Lynn Grove.
_
30 Years Ago -
.The tobacco holiday in Murray was
still in effect today, but officials hoped
that the weather would clear over the
weekend so that sales could be resumed
on Feb. 2.
Dr. Hugh L. Houston, president of the
Houston-McDevitt Inc., was
elected to the executive committee of
the Blue Cross Hospital Service at the
annual ifieeting held Jan. 79 in
Louisville. . .
Deaths reported include Mrs. C. F.
Sawyer.
Hazel Lions beat New Coneortr-
Redbirds and Kirksey Eagles beat
Lynn Grove Wildcats in the semi-finals .
of the Calloway County High School
Basketball Tournament at Carr gym,
Murray State College. High scorers
were Brandon with 15 for Hazel,
Williams with 10 for New Concord,
Wilson with 23 for Kirksey, and Crouch
with 11 for Lynn Grove. •
"Welcome Stranger" starring
Bing irosby, Joan CaulfielgLand Barry
Fitzgearld is showing' atthe-Capitol
Theatre. ___ •
FEDERAL LEVEL
_ Any senator or representative
may be reached IlifOligt); The -
congressional switchboard. 202-224-
3121.
-Here are the mailing addresses
Sen. Waiter D. Huddleston
3377 Dirksen Building Washington,
1). C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington:D, C. 20510
Murray Field Office. 753-1852 •
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr..
204 Cannon House Office 131(4:
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be readied
in Frankfort when. the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in car('
of the. State Capitol Building.
F'rankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses cif_ state legislators





201 S. 3rd Stet
Murray.4.12071
Asa service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times -
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area,- -
4
e.....S.7.14•••••• • "






ANOTHER REBOUND — This was a fmailar mane at the MSU
Sports Arena Tuesday as Jackie Jo Mounts of the Racers pals
down another rebound. Mounts grabbed down a game-bigh 17
rebounds and poured in 15 points for the Racers. Jumping with





By TONY WILSON - Picking up her fourth foul with
higu_ spert9- publicity. _ 11. Erlinutea Jett in. thc__ second
'Before lad' night, Murray • half' •
Even after she returnedState- Coach Jean Smith .
wondered if her women's with five minutes left and her
basketball team would ever team trailing 5944, she maid
only help Morehead matchput together .two good halves
in one night. Murray's scoring the rest of
In two previous conference the way.
Smith started her two tallestgames, Murray led Middle
TennFssee at halftime' 36-29. players,- "marvjadriejan tfttintSma tm_but„were, blasted 0946, .,Then., --e
last saturday,.. they trailed tOgether for the fir* time WS
seasAustin Peay at the half before on•
outscoring the Governors 47-24 "I'm usually afraid to play
in the final period for a 64-49 them at the same time,"
Smith said, "because if they
But coupled with a swar- bah get in foul trouble, I have
ming zone defense and a no one to fall back on." "But I„ 
felt that to stay in the game,strong inside game, Murray
we would_ have to Inatchoutscored Morehead in both 
Morehead in reboUnding."periods and edged the Eagles
68-63 last night ln the Sports .Morehead outrebounded
Arena. Murray only 4541, and Mounts
led all players with 17. While"We finally played with the
Gates was out with four fouls,kind of intensity for the entire
game it .takes to win" said Mounts had key retrieves on, 
theSmith. "I knew we were defensive boards.
when." with Gates on the bench. Her
Murray lost no ground evencapable, I just didn't know
The Racers held Donna replacement, Linda Black-
Murphy, the Ohio Valley burn, hit 5 of 7 baseline
Conference's leading scorer jumpers and grabbed six
reboader; ---
10 • The' penis, according to
1a re. below heir3initfi, best per-
formances of the season.average.
Murray's 1-2-2 zone took
away her inside game and
forced her outside, where she
hit only 6 of 16 attempts.
Murphy didn't score her first
points until nearly eight
minutes were gone in the first
half. She left the game after . tcolitiaued oa page eight
Freshman Laura Lynn led all
scorers with 18 points and
passed for four ;a4micts. Roxan
Maddix scored eight points










and also SMIE 
800 Gallons
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It's like getting 185 washloads a year ... FREE!
Tests prove Speed Queen uses less water_ thorn any other major top load-
rig washer. Speed Queen saves you 8,000 gallons of water every year
when compared to the average of all other brands.
••
Resoas based on lobarator, levy at lot9e tub models on permanent pie" cycle C:rtyiulecl at 8
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M.lf Cycle Timer handles all
wash lobs — PLUS a Pre-Sook






Instant Rebate $25 00
Total Sasongs $6595
$399 95 Regular Pric•  $259.95
Price Reduced . $20.95
Instant Rebate . $25 00
— 65 95 Total Savings . $45.95 — 45.95










Regular, Price . $329.95
Price Reduced . $30 95
Instant Rebate $25.00
Total Saviats $55.95 — 55.95 
, YOU PAll ONLY —.1.274.430
YOU PAY ONLY $214.00
woo ,
I Qs, L., A
tivitogiztol





Regular Price . . $269.95
Price Reduced .420'.95
." 'instant Rebate . $25.00 .
Total Savings . $45.95 — 45.95
YOU PAY ONLY — $224.00
•
^
Multi-Cycle Timer — 6 cycles
for drying all types of fabric.




















Yellow Onions 1th bag 59'
Green Onions 3/100
-Red Radishes 6a, 4/$100
Basket Tomatoes each 69'
Coconuts each 39'
Carrots




These Items On Display
Throughout The Store
Northern









Corn 16 az 4/99'
Del Monte Whole.
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1 lb. qtrs. 
59C 
.Charmm Art la 79'
•
- aseer BMW '4 etrereanitzer..._
Godchaux








TsifsueSo t & Pretty
Bounty
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By The Piece Lb 49
. . .
Unlit' 0
With St 50 Additiona Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
Every Day Low Sheff Prices































•32 oz $41 21
C
gal 49 














Singles _ 12 or.
Eagle Brand
Milk
Scot Lod Frozen 



































HEADFIRST TACKLE — Dentate Cothran of the Marshals is about to put a tackle play on Susie
Imes (11) of the takers who is driving on the break. Cothran lost her balance and slipped, flying
into Imes, picking up a foul on the play. In the picture also are Debbie McDonald (12), Jan Arant




and dismay have been ex-
pressed by teammates and a
,coach following the trade by




offensive line coach Jim
Hand an when told of -
Tuesday's transaction. "All I
can say is that's show
buies.' ' Conr..ad—wal1
Conrad is someone special to
me. Conrad andT go info a
deep personal thing. It biealts
my heart." -•
The 27-year-old Dobler,,who
reveled in his reputation as
one of the -National Foothill
League's meanest players, did



















kltbOCIed IOStalierS cat flif every
o' your at( -
Installation Warranty
Should .aorkni•nsnio wore
teolty roth.n one year of n••
stallstion Seers will, upon
notice Own you. coulee suci,
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BOTTLING THE LANE — The Laker girls mode it tough going
for Danetta Cothran of the Marshals as she tries to enetrate
for a shot. Clogging the middle ore Mina Todd (left) and Felicia
Pinner (10) while behind Cothran is-Susie lines (11).
(stuff ehites by Mike Breadoe)
(continued from page six)
Lynn's 15-footer put Murray
-on top for the first time, 104,
and the Racers held leads,as
large as six before assuming a
36-33 advantage at the half.
Murphy keyed an 8-2
Morehead spurt With six
points to put the Eagles on top
41-40, but Lynn scored four of
Murray's next the- On h 15-
footer and two free throws-to
give the Racers a 46-43 lead.
Morehead tied the game for
the last time; 38-53 with seven
minutes left. The Racers led
by only three before six Black-
burn points put Murray safely
ahead 68-59 with less than- a
minute left. A layup and two
free throws at the horn by
Morehead provided the final
margin.
Murray, now 8-9 and 2-2 in
the conference, faces a Union
University squad tomorrow
night that defeated the Racers
75-50 earlier in the season.
Morehead, last years Ky..
Intercollegiate Conference
champs, lost for only the third
time. against 10 wins and
dropped to 2-2 in the OVC.
The Houston
McDevitt Clinic
announces the relocation of the
Medical Office of ,
Dr. Richard M. Hutson
to 1532 lone Oak Road
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Dr. Hutson's Dffice is adjacent to Lourdes Hospital and
his telephorre number is 441-0683
Morehead
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
Johnson  0-3 0-0 1 2 0
Dunlap  5-16 1-2 4 3 11
Stcrwers 3-8 2-3 11 1 8
Brown 7-10 2-4- 1 5 16
Ames 24 0-0 8 1 _
Birk 0-2 2-2 3 3
Clay 54 0-0 0 0
Mw-13811   6-16 0-2 9 4
Totals 2847 7.13 45 19
*env Stale
fg-fga ft-ha rb ph tp
m:.1. .ts 7-12 4-5 1 5 18
 7-18 1-6 17 -1 15
Gates 5-10 2-2 8 4 12
Barris 2-6 0-1 8 1 4
Maddix 34 2-f 1 3 8
Blackburn 5-7 1-1 8 2 11






Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Calloway County sent its
girls' basketball team to war
Tuesday night against Mar-
shall County. The result was
the Laker girls lost 40 per cent
of their front-line troops.
Losing starters Mina Todd
and Dawn Redden to injuries,
the Laker girls miraculously
managed to pull off a stunning
44-43 overtime win over the
Marshals in a battle of un-
defeated teams.
The win boosted the Laker
girls to 11-0 for the season
while the host Marshals fall to
7-1.
just don't know how we
won," Laker coach Marianne




season for -the Lakers, was
battling .for a rebound when
she came down on her ankle.
She had to be helped from the
floor and at that point, the
Leiters led 36-31 with 5:05 left
in the game.
 "
But even without Todd In tEi
lineup .and center Felicia'
Pinner who fouled out only a
few seconds before the injury
to Todd, the Laker girls
t
maintained their poise under
pressure and held
on for the win, leaving them as
the only team in the First
Region to have a perfect
record. 
After afslow start in which
the Lakers trailed 5-3, the
offense began to click in the
final two minutes of the third
period and Calloway managed
-to take a 9-6 lead at the end of
the first quarter.
Pinner went to the line in the
first minute Of the second
period but missed a free
throw. But she rebounded the
ball and put up another shot
from 15 feet, this one good for
two points. After the Marshals
had missed on their trip down,
the Lakers came back and
made it a 15-6 game as Todd
scored from inside.
"Their defense bothered us
at the start," Marshal coach
Don Cothran said. "They were
really charged up and
emotional in the first quarter
and we should have taken
advantage of that but couldn't.
Getting Sharon Smith, our
leading scorer, in foul trouble
in the first quarter really hurt
us," Cothran added.
Even without Smith, the
Marshall County girls got4
2 back in the game and with 1:11
10 left in the half, tied the score12
ez' as center Jill Bennett scored
on a break-away basket. After
Pinner gave the Lakers a 22-20
lead, the Marshals then picked
up their first lead of the
second period as Jan Arant
cored a three-point play off
the break but Calloway erased
the deficit as Ross scored two
SPARKING RACERS — One of the reasons the Murray State
Lady Racers have been playing so well is the outstanding inside
play from Mary Jane Gates who has moved into the starting
lineup. Here, Gates -shoots over Donna Murphy and Debra




iris 11 -0 After
from --Ilia-4146.4or- a 24-23
halftime edge.
Smith came hack in the
third quarter and scored all of
Marshall County's points. The
only problem was she scored
just one field goal. At the same
.t ime, the Lakers put nine
points on the, board and moved
out to a 33-25 lead going into
the last quarter.
When Todd left, a loit of
Laker fans probably felt the
Laker girls would come
unglued and fold down the
stretch. A lot of people were
wrong too.
The Marshals managed to
tie the game at 38 apiece With
2:15 left but Kim Willie scored
'from under at the 1:20 mark
for a 40-38 Laker leacIr. Arent
tied the gankewIthI:04 left as
she scored from 15.
Marshall County regained
possession with 35 seconds left
when they saved a loose ball
under the Laker basket. the
Marshals worked the clock
down to nine seconds then
called a timeout. Donetta
nearly ended the
game in regulation play but
'ber184rooteir rfrmidffiind
out and the Lakers rebounded
at the horn.
Stephanie Wyatt opened the
extra period with a 10-footer
for a 44-42 lead and shortly
into the overtime, Redden was
injured. Redden had knee
surgery last May and twisted
the knee again in the over-
time Not only that but she
also twisted it in a post-game
victory celebration. After the-
game, both Todd and Redden
had to be packed to the stands
where they viewed the boys'
contest.
The-Marshals tied the-game
at42-apiece with 1:05 left when
Julie Lawrence scored on a
break but with 43 seconds left,
Imes gave the lead back to the
Lakers with a 15-footer,
making it 44-42.
With 26 seconds left, Melissa
Miller tied up Bennett and the
teams lined up for the jump at
the Marshall County circle.
The Marshals got the tip and
Arant was fouled with 24
seconds showing in overtime, play a major role in the game
Arant made her first free or perhaps get his team a bit
throw but missed the second over-confident in the over-
on an airball. But the Lakers time?
made it exciting as they threw "Todd hadn't been having
away the ball with 17 seconds one of her best games and
left. besides, Calloway is used to
Marshall County managed playing 10 or 11 people,"
two 15-footers in the final four Cothran said.
seconds and the last one, from Offensively, Todd had a
the left wing by Lawrence, rough night as the Marshals
almost fell in and gave the—were extremely- rough on
Marshals the win. -----'defense and Todd took her
"We didn't play well and share of bumps. She did
they didn't really play that manage six rebounds, the
well either," Cothran said. same total as Melissa Miller
"We've had just two games and two less than Wyatt who
since December 15 and we've led with eight.
only practiced twice in the last "Everybody played real,
three weeks. We just. have to real well. But we were cold as
score more points than this to ice offensively. It was
win games. probably our worst shooting
"They hqrt us on the boards. game of the year. We shot just
Our statistics showed them 35 per cent from the field and
with a 43-35 lead in rebounding made only eight of 20 from the
and they are the first team free throw line," Davis said.
that has outrebounded us this "With Pinner and Todd both
season," Cothran said. out, my offensive power just
Did the fact Todd went out went down the drain. But we
CAN I KEEP IT? — Melissa Miller of the takers looks out of
bounds toward the official after she grabbed an offensive
rebound away from Marshall County's Jill Bennett (on floor) to
force a jumpball. Just after the tip, the Marshals were fouled
and mode a free throw, which posted the final score of 44-43
on the board. Also in the picture is Stephanie Wyatt (30) of the
Lakers.
played tremendous defense.
''The key to the game for us
was the play of Miller off the
bench. She had 26 aggressive
points which is a good night
for anybody, much less
someone coming off the
bench. She really played well
and kept us in the game plus
Kim Willie came through with
a really big basket for us in
overtime.
"SuAle Imes hadn't been
shooting very well but she
made the one we needed and
Ross came through with some
big baskets for us too. She
made a really important
basket just after Todd was
Injured and that probably
gave us some confidence.
Wyatt also had a big basket in
overtime and played one of
her best defensive games,"
Davis added.
Ross finished with 11 points
and led the Lakers in that
department while Pinner
added nine. Jill Bennett
scored 13to pace the Marshals
while Arant added 12.
Calloway had an unusually
high amount of turnovers,
making 18 floor errors in the
The Laker girls are
scheduled to play Lowes, the
third-ranked team in the state,
at home Thursday then host
Tilghman Saturday but those
games depend entirely upon
‘. the weather conditions.
The Laker girls will be
without-Todd for an on-
determined time. X-rays
found a' fracture in her ankle
but it is 'not known if the
fracture was From last night's
game or an old injury. -
Lahore
tg -tp
Imes 4 2 4
- .......s 0- •
Tedd 2 2
 * .0 -2
Ross. 3 5 4 11
Miller I it 2
Pinner  T 5 9
Willie 1 0 1 2
Totals '- _ 18 8 22 44
ft PfArent 1 6 1
Bente% 3 0 4 6
Bennett   7 4 13
lerry  2 0 1 4
....... 1 -0 4 2
Cothran 2 0 2 4
Lawrence  0 2
Totals 15 . 13 18 43
Calloway 15 5 5 7 4-44




Paglits Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and 1/2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)
Super Special For Kids 1 /





4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good
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situation like some teams -With 6:14 left in'the game,
would have and we stayed in CuPeland and Lamb wound up
our offense and didn't hurry out of bounds near the railing,
our shots to try and get back in seraPping for the ball and the
players got a little too physicalthe game," Leeper said.
The Marshals get back in
the game quickly. They went
on a 10-4 scoring binge in the
first four minutes of the
second period and trimmed
the Laker lead to a mere point
at 22-21.
Calloway, getting some
strong play from 6-3 forward
Jimmy Lamb who was suf-
fering from the flu and didn't
start, pushed the lead out to
points-end 10 rebounds, destroying the takers under his 4- together --aad---brave the five at M-23 but then tha
fonsiv• boards, elements for a game. Marshals came roaring back
"It was my hairbrained idea with six consecutive points, all
and I guess I paid for it," scored from inside by 6-3
Hargrove smiled after his boardhorse Jeff Brandon, and
Lakers had been dealt a 65-61 took the lead at 29-28.
loss by the Marshals in a garne Randy fitcCallon, who
played at nearby South carried the bulk of the of-
Marshall Junior High.-- - --fensive load for the Lakers, hit
"I was ready to play the from 15 feet before Brandon
University of Kentucky. hit a free throw to end the half
We've got a month left before at 30-30.
District Tournament play, Brandon, who played
opens and we needed to pLay—brilliantly and finished -with 18
somebody. This game...46.igoahts in the game alter being
Marshall County was the blanked the first eight
toughest of our makeup games minutes, scored the first four
left but we were at the point of points of the second half then
saturation in our practice Jeff Copeland hit from 20 and
sessions. I felt the game would 6-2 Jeff Capps from inside and
be of benefit to both teams," suddenly, the Marshals led 38-
Hargrove added. 30.
Olive Scores Two •For the first eight minutes Calloway charged back and
of the game, it appeared the trinuned the gap to five at 42- starting guard Chris Orr in.
Lakers would benefit the most 37 then 6-5 Daryl Bushrod hit jured and not able to play,and it appeared the game was on a rebound, Lamb hit on a 'elected not to sit on the lead.a benefit. Marshall County sat rebound and McC,allon scored "It looked atrange - to seeback in a zone defense, con- after stealing the ball and . Copeland and Orr bc4J3 • - i'dtharttent to let the Lakers fire away driving the length of the court. - by-ine on the 'bench," Lee_ .._ -Ind -per rlisefrom the outside. That gave the Lakers a 43-42 said. .
The Lakers fired away. The teams traded "We did let Dennis Foust Marsha .they hit. The result was the baskets before the period take take the ball and go a tittle copetand. ff-st tu---Lakers jumped out to leads of ended. 
30 3 125
the first quarter. 
 if he BranduiFoust 
°Ceitirs4h)note, IttiVci
- 16-7 and 18-0 before settling for Just as they began the third— 7 4 2 11it
an 18-11 cushion at the end of
EAST TWO - Mien Daryl Bushrod gets close to the locket,
chalk it down as on easy two points. Hors, Bushrod goes ova.
6-3 muscle mon Jeff Brandon of the Marshals. Brandon had 111
111,1011e.
FROM THE WING - Reedy Namibia (15) of the Labors fires
away a *wisher from the loft win as Jeff Brandon, who is a
good distance away, jumps up imyhow. McCollon, piaying au
exceptional game, finished with 17 points.
44 PEANUTS
Ypii V5E0 TO DANCE
"VP A STORM WHEN
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By MIKE BRANDON -That was one of the keys in quarter by scoring the first
Ledger final/ Simla Editor the gathe''' Marshall CwatY ele'ighadt4aintLindjust before the fireworks
Clayton 
It was Sunday morning and coach Rick Leeper said.
Hargrove came up "We didn't panic in that began.
with an idea he thought was a
real winner.
Since his Calloway County
High school basketball team
had played just one game
since January 6, Hargrove
dreamed up a brainstorm. His
team was to play host to
Fulton County Tuesday night
and Marshall County was to"
play host to Ballard Memorial
on the same night.
Hargrove felt that if Fulton
County and Ballard Memorial
couldn't make the road trips,
perhaps Calloway County and
Marshall County could get








I WANT TO MAKE IT ON
MY OWN IN A JOB WHERE
MY LOOKS DON'T MATTER
-





























felt like we the team that won
on the boards and played the
best defense would win anS
I'm sure they handily got us on
the boards.
"It just seems like we were
always one step away from
the action. I felt we had
control of the first half but
and both were ejected from then they came out quickly in
the gamey, the third and fourth quarters
Marshall County, with and regained the tempo. It
was just die of those games
" anyone can win, Hargrove
added.
Brandon's 18 led a quartet of
Marshall County double digit
scorers as Foust followed with
15, Copeland 12 and Capps 11.
For the Lakers, McCallon
scored 17 while Glen Olive and
Bushrod each added 10.
"McCallon just had his
normal game for us. I've said
before that I feel he's the best
• point guard in the Region and
this was just his average
game," Hargrove added.
Marshall County, taking its
, second win over the Lakers,
ups its record to 9-3 while
Calloway County falls to 7-5.
The Marshals are on the
road with a Friday date at
Carlisle County before having
the dubious-honor of playing at
Mayfield Saturday. Calloway
County, weather permitting of
course, will play Lowes
Thursday, Farmington Friday
• and Paducah Tilghman
Saturday. All three of the





4 2 3. ell
McCabe 6 3 3 17
_Busked • 4 2 3 15
Limb _4 0 .1
0 5.$
3 0 1 6
1 0 .11 2
U 9 NI _el
Period, the Marshals started someone else. We weien't ?Ira off with a bang in the fourth trying to stallthe ball then. We Ford 
really wanted to draw them - Thtlas
out of their zone," Leeper manna .11 19 14
added.
Midway through the final Majors Out
period, Marshall County led KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP
60-50. The Marshals tried bat — Tennessee football Coach
)
failed to throw a scare into the Johnny Majors was to be
'crowd as they had a 62-57 lead released today from a
with less than a minute left Knoxville hospital, where he
and let the Lakers pull to was being examined for
within three. But Foust made
two fret throws with 23
seconds left to seal the win and
give the Marshals a five-point
lead at 64-59.
"We just didn't solve their 1-
3-1 zone," Hargrove said.
"Rick had seen us play
against Murray and he may
have spotted something. We
didn't have the good outside was found. He'll be released
shooting tonight either. We tomorrow."
.5 1 2- 11
0 0 2._a
 0 1 0 1
. toil
13 63
11 19 15 16-61
n—or
-
recurring leg pains from a
skiing injury.
"It's really nothing,"
Majors' wife said Tuesday
after her husband was ad-
mitted to St. Mary's Hospital.
"His leg started swelling over
the weekend and his doctor
wanted to X-ray it for a
possible blood clot. Nothing
WHAT HAPPENED? - Another one of those Shorted ',oboes
puzzles for you: Are the players battling for a rebeend, wat-
ching a bird or is someone shooting the ball? The answer: Nona
of the choices are correct. Jimmy lamb 441) of the Lakers
scored on a phenomenal tip. Also under tho bucket for the
Laker, is Gene lockhort while Jeff Capps (55) of Marshal
County gets in the action
,










Professi 4111814_25-ft— taps rneasiesa in
feet a ndmetets; PA" wide epoxy-coated yellow
blade locks open for accurate measuring, then
retracts whe -yotiPreis the base. Etty46-reid-
2-color m stldIng, selVadjusting end
hooks;ugh eight"tes e; CB325-8TT
CAST IRON DOORS
AND' FLUE COLLAR
Not only is. this unit
attractive but also
Sturdy. It features a
heavy -cast Won fuel
door, ash door and
-flue collar There% a




. Automatic draft con-4....„1,
trol assures .max V-
mum comfort around





Both Woodmaster and Coalmaster are
equipped witti the most efficient bi-
metal thermostat, known to sc4ence Its
high ten perattge sensi-
tivity automaticaily
opens or closes the
damper to allow exactly
the 'amount of air flow
Freetteri to Maintain the
'evel
Take Advantage Of
Murray Horne & Auto's
Bridal Registry
•








































  ARE EFFECTIVE
— FEBRUARY 1 Tbre
7 MIL
48 SIZE EACH





















90 FRUIT 2.. FOR89c
DEL MONTE SLICED, CRUSHED, CHUNK
jC PINEAPPLE
SYRUP 
-t AUNT JEll WA COMPLETE
bi• PANCAKE MIX







  1%. SAL FOR 89
24 OZ. BTL.
  2 LB. 79c
PAllayMARGARINE
TOMATO JUICE 41 OLCAN 49c VELVEETA 












INSTANT COFFEE io OZ JAR $449
- KRAFT CHEESE SPREAD 2 LB.
CHECKER CANNED
15 OZ. can6 FOR






JUICE 32 BTL 89C DUNCAN NINES I CAKE IM X. . . WHITE, YELLOW, DEVILS FOOD 18 OZ. BOX 69c



























I ORANGE JUICE IGA FROZEN 12 OZ. CAN 59c






-PArp11-441NI-M11RRATrily.rillWMI & TIMIS, Wednesday, f ebruary
. LAKE- DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 am'. $54.8,
down 0.4.
Below dam 324.4,
- Barkley-Lake, 7-am 364.6,
- -
Below dam 330.8, down 1.2.




HEWMISS YOUR PAPER?Subscribers who hove eat
received tiutir hoom-dolivorod
copy of no Morrop todgor
Times by 5.30 vile Mondry-
friday
.
 or by 3 3,0 p. a.oil Soder-
doys are urged td 753-1916
between 5 30 p. al 6 p.m.,
Moredsrs Friday, .r3:30 sm. 
end 4 p m. Saturdays, tor haw*
delivery of the aussiaper. ;Cab
must be piked by 64..m...obboit,


















FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2, MS
What kind' of day ...will
tomorrow be. To find out what
me stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES _
(Mai. 21 to Apr. 20) griA
Mixed influences. Organize
talents and experience to 'Ms day could have its Picky
*Mote your interests more----nionierits: You Will Ile *ell to
efficiently. Some personal plans 40
may have to be deleted from
your program for the moment.
TAURUS
;Apr. 21 to May 21;
• Consult with others hetcre
making important decisions.
Your endurance may be tested,
but you are used to tests - and
tiàüally cbme through with
flying colors.
GEMINI





Mercury influences indicate a
day of successful moves and
plans, DUI alt win require Know-
how, diligence and painstaking
care. Don't launch into un-
charted 'seas.
CANCER .
June 22 to July 23) ISO
maintain an even, systematic
pace and procedure, no matter
what pressures may be put upon
you
LEO
, July 24 to Ati-7--A23)- frg
Quality of effort must be
stressed over quantity now. Use
your strong Will power
thoughtfully - for or against
certain propositions. The
emphasis MUST be on con-
structiveness.
wpm 






yVIRGO- Aug 24 to-lri-ei:::z3)
You should encounter few
- --obstacles now, but be on guard
"against "little' errors,
joiscalcula lions. Etomance and
travel favored
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) LL.r1
Some new events in the
making, perhaps a new contact.
uive rein to your liveliest hopes
now. Do not antagonize those
who are really well chspose.d
toward you.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nteeltir.
Through sheer PKINnality,
you can be an effective in-
fluence in areas where barriers
have been erected. Your spirit
of enterprise stimulated.
OW. 23 to Dec. 21) 1160-
SAGFITARICS
Avoid any tendentyloward
gacillation. Set sights calcula-
tingly on your target, and aim
for it unerringly. Jupiter in-
fluency; helpful.
CAPRICORN t_
( Dec. n to Jan. 20) Wri
Be solicitous of fellowmen but
not to the point of Issieg-qisken
in." There are some who would
prey on anyone who will listen.
AQUAR/US
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19).„4
Care needed in both domestic
and budgetary matters. Also,
avoid restlessnesk and
changeability.  Ar...day for
straight-line -thhiking- and ac-
lion.
PISCES 
X CI(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) .
Fine aspects stimulate op-
tinustn and foresight. An ex-
cellent day for making plans -
especially those of a long-ranle
nature. .
YOU BORN TODAY are
roundly competent person, with
a special bent for the creative,
the artistic. It may take you
• sortie' Unit to decide on your
right niche in life but, once on
the move, all mountains
become molehills in the climb,
- and obstacles merely healthy
challenges. You are suited to
Journalism, the arts, science,
any progressive undertaking.
You can keep a secret, aid
eflowY1110101Y, din that special
lift to co-workers that makes
their days brighter Birthdate
of: Jascha Heifetz, violirust;
James Joyce. writer; Tommy
Smothers, comedian.
During World War II, when
rubber wa,s in short supply,
wooden automobile tires were
team on irmxtth rowls thew
performed well at speeds up to
75 miles an hour, but tended to












































BRING YOUR HOLIDAY FILM
TO SAY-RITE!
NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE
THE LOWEST PRICES IN






IN OTHER WORDS, ONE
_SET OF PRINTS FREE!
C1111-12
OFFER GOODCOC  ci
PROCESSING 
ON TNESE C1211-12























Prompt temporary relief of












- LOW PRICE I
nd
SAV-R1TE'S$1 3










ON AOKI ri AVI)• 1 n
88c
CEPACOL THROAT LOUNGES














DOUBLE EDGE BLADES —
-KS ,.•••••20nChnwnelikalles
5















r,• .•,•••  n••••
CREST TOOTHPASTE
REGULAR I MINT FLAVORS
50z. 7 oz.




SAVE 43e SAVE 63`
9-9 DAILY
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BIBLE FACTS - Who do
g-ou trust? God and his
word of Man and his
doctrine? I Corinthians
6:2 and 3 tells what to be
prepared for. In verse 9
and 10 tells us who will
net--see the -kingdom of
God. Bible answers and


















'It us yours for extras. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
Products. Contact
Holman Jones; 217 South
13th., phone 753.3128.
5 Lost And Found
FOUND - Young adult.
male Schnauzer. Black
and silver. Wearing
black flea collar. Found
aa Farmer Avenue. Call
•- -153-3535 after 5:00 P.m.
_LOST LADIES wide
- =--yellow • gold wedding
ring. -Nine small
diamonds. In Murray
State Field House on 1-









Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX ,75231.
 -EARN EXTRA MONEY.
Take orders for Lisa
.Jewelry. Call for free

















family feels for friends
and for every expression
of love that was shown to
us by everyone, during
the recent illness and
passing of our loved one.
Thanks so much for all
of the acts of kindness
that have been done
during our time of
sorrow. A special thanks
to the singers at Union
Hill and Friendship
churches and to Bro. C.
G. Morrow and Bro.
Harold Irvan. May God
bless all of you. The
family of Mrs. Dee
Waldrup.
capitol to form a cor-
poration manufacturing
a limited production 4-
wheel drive- vehicle
based on the Ford
Ranchero this, idea has.
over a million dollars
--national sale potential






























Clean-up man to run
clean-up shop for
wholesale dealer.
Must be willing to
work long hours. If you
are the right man for
_the job, salary is
negotiable. Also
opening for T-top in-
staller to install
American T-tops. If
you don't want to
work, don't apply for
this job. Call or see
Carl Howard. Call










time offered in this area.
A working franchise
with a national cor-
poration. Investment





call (417) 648-8103 or
(417) 6461327.
Clinical Secretary: Duties include typing dic-
tation, medical records, general office work.
Salary competative. Experience preferred.
CONTACT.
Mrs. Joyce Boyd
Murray Comprehensive Care Center














Ti Hostel sprayed fern in-
sulates' in ski awl now
baililinos. Triimissiihsve
mom 'saver. Ivory how
awl helMbe weer coo use
It. . We ere the only
-ib.ttraits
how to install with oa the
Joe training sad by factory
szparlisncsoil installers. las
foss of airy kill. Ws ore
only interested in Whip
this foam inselation that we
-4. aansvfoctwo. Can I. ap-





(219) MVOS re Tel kee
--1.11111943&41191,--
CLEAN EXPENSIVE










doors. 1012" wide, 10'8"
high. 12 glass panes in
each door. Tracks and
springs included. $350
each. Call Belcher Oil
Co., Mayfield 247-2545.
10 x 40 two bedroom, $68
per month. Call 489-2595.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera clgts,
Call 753-3280. -
32 Apartments For Rent
FuRymBED one or two
bedroom apartment.







FIREWOOD, $15.00 and all carpet. Central heat
p. QuVk'detiv-ry:-Call7-anflAiii-,-Call 753.7550. 
after4 p.m. 7594008.
NICE TIFD• BEDROOM--
SUMMER MATERNITY apartment. 1414 Vine.
clothes, sizes 10-12. Call _
759-1329.
LOANS AVAILABLE for
--existing blisiness, new 
business start ups, first
and second mortgage-
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 6,1/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795













- earnings -Full- -er-
time. Investment of









- All eligible lan-
downers and farmers
can now get group in-
surance - ( Excess
Major Medical)
lbergFOUP Ikea. For a
free brochure call
Bennett and Associates,
203 South 5th Street,
Murray, 753-7273 or 759-
1486.










15. Articles For Sale
USED CROSS TIES -
excellent for land-
scaping or fence post.




purchase the new book
"Get Everything Your
Government Has To






$100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas beaters, 
medalVR 50 MAE; 50,000 BTU









ONE AMP riding mower one
year old, a horse, 32 Inch cut.
ONE chain saw used 'A
Hinquvarna 65 t 66 c.i. with 120
.1nch bit%
ONE rotor Wier 4 year old.
Many more items you aught
be interested in; at
WALDROP'S SAW
AND LOCK
2e7 Seek 7th Street
Meow 753-4233
PS. While business is slow, it
As a good time to tune your
mowers up, get those blades












used. Cost $1700.00 take
$1100.00. Call 753-9920 or
753-3000.
20 Sports Equipment
14 FT. Fiberglass Bass











across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.
FIVE STRING banjo
lessons, 3 finger picking.
Limit 6 students, in-
dividual sessions. Must










Memo ••••11 ••••••••• roe. 11)
Teem Do re, .1g• •my moved toll irb
414144






tress for antique beds or
campers. Buy direc




West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
26 TV Radio
ZENITH TV SALE - 25"
color console from
$539.95 with trade-in. Waldrop Realty
Sisson's Zenith Sales, 
Illghsvny 94, 19 miles
West of Murray. Call
382-2174. TV's are our
only business.
33. Room; lei Rent
-SLEEPING ROOMS for
- boys, I block from MSU.
Refrigerator furnished.
__Call .753-1812,
34 Houses foi Rent
HOUSE - THREE
bedrooms, all electric, 2
baths, completely
furnished. Off Highway
94 East of Murray. Call
474-2230.

















901 Sy censers Murray, Ky.
QUICK, POSSESSION on
this extreniely neat and
attractive 2 bedroom
• brick home located 6
miles W
68 ACRES located east of _ Home ha
Puryear,' 1ñ.jntedeco
blacktop road. This can but
be bought for less than of
- $600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 73er cent of the
farm has rood barb wire
fencing: John C.-
Neubauer, Realtor, 505








firm, now opening a
ranch Office in
Murray. Prefer ex-
_ 'enced Real Estate










-- Yaw-real estate needs.
BEAUTIFUL--
ITZE show cat, fulld. Three years




Female, 6 months old.





71-IE HOUSE that does
double duty - a com-
fortable 2 bedroom
home, large eat-in
kitchen on the main
floor plus one *bedroom
apartment upstairs. . .
full basement. Owner
will consider renting




Insurance & Real Estate
Sou is ou Court Square
Murray, Kentecky
153-4451
BIG HOME - BIGGER
BUY - Large 4 bedroom,
3 bath home on private
one acre tract, 41/2 miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this home which
has extra large TOO= _
and large 2 car garage.






home Priced well below
replacement cost - only




27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 ATLANTIC 12 x 65.
All electric, partially
furnished, underpinned,
central heat and air.











show you how to save
money and have FREE
RENT too! Good home
at an affordable price,
features 3 bedrooms,
central heat, den with
Franklin Fireplace and
solict- weed, Pinstiihti
o dont_ kitchen,, ,
backyard patio, brick
-90-41- 91. • :modern
workshop and quiet
country - living " atdy 2
=leer NM
Act quick on this
• genubm-bargain. LOW-
30"s. Phone 753-1222,




711 Main 753 1172
LET IT SNOW LET IT
SNOW LET IT SNOW
but don't let it stop you
from looking at this 4
bedroom brick, 21/2 bath
home, family room with
fireplace patio and








has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
-., matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
-activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want


















Reared mut .r.ar UP t• 12 s 21. Also barn style offices centimes
mobile home oris, mid patios, or is, unto, pre cut completely ready
















the Mhos imam mod
Raul Estate Apncy, lac., has
horpse to solv• yaw real
estate awls for ova 25
years if you or. s barer or •
Whir sod w• can be of sae-
alito yoo.
Attractive 4 'bedroom, 1V2
bolt hilt meseileceted
Poeitheo. -Prised-et WAIN
Weiss rampe, ref., Ash-
. IN& Isselosasell with
&,11 pale.
753-3263 Anytime
BUILDING SITE WITH A
VIEW! 11 acres on Hwy.
464 N.W. of Almo. Call
for more information.
Boyd Malars Rest --





South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7113.11151
46 Homes For Sale
-BY OWNER, new three
bedroom brick for only
$42,500. Must see to








steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley _wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
51. Services Offered
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
ELECTREt- --WIRING




FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work *
needs. Also septic tank
- cleaning. Call John




ficient service- No jots





by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.




49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 GMC pickup, High




Custom 10, 4 wheel
drive, double power and
automatic. A-1
mechanically but needs
some body work. $2600.
Call 753-7546.















Tiro new tires. Both
front fenders damaged
but can be repaired. Call
753-6346.
1964 CHEVROLET '/2 ton
pickup, $150. Call 753-
8756.
1962 STUDEBAKER GT
Hawk. $500. gall 753-
8756.
1965 CHEVROLET 2.4 ton -
---1Thort bed step side
truck. Three speed. 327 4-
barrel. Side pipes. $525.
Call 436-5663.
1973 RIVIERA Buick, full
power, AM-FM tape,
new radials. Call 474-
2384. _
1953 JEEP truck, 4 wheel
drive, looks good, runs
gO-OA-. MOO. Call 753-4622.
1963 FOMD, Good con-
dition. Call 7534464.
50. Campers
ONE 17 ft. camper,
icebox, stove, L.P.G.
furnace, sink, 20 gallon
water tank, cabinets,
AC. and D.C., sleeps 4,
excellent condition.
6875. One 12 ff. slide in
camper, 'stove, icebox,
sink, 110 V. air con-
dition. Jacks, .sleeps 4,






roofs sealed. Call Jack


















ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field









' Doug Taylor at 753-2310:s 
for free estIrW.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
WILL -fait ANY type of
White rip, and











struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.














Phone 436-2124 or 436-
2432.
FENCE SALES at Sears
- now. Call Doug Taylor





Company Inc. Air con-







FREE - SIX month old
long-haired kitten.
Yellow. Male. Will make
a nice pet. Call 753-3994.
WALLEDRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE








Fri & Sal 8-730
•Hcor Cuts •Shaves
209 Walnut Street






Three bedroom ranch home with central heat
and air, den with fireplace, attached garage and
good west side location. Priced in the mid 30's.




George Gallagher 753 8129 Geri Andersen 153-7932
Harry Patterson 492.4302 Sill Kopperud 713,1222
9111 Rayburn 713-4,474
-% -' • -
-
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For Mrs. Ferguson
The funeral for MrS. Ruth
Stubblefield Ferguson is being
held today at two p.net' at the
chaPel of the . Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Lawson Williamson officiating
and Miss Lucy Ann Forrest as
organist. - • - •
ai pallbearers are
charlie L. Slubblefield, Bill
- Stubblefield, Cassel Garrisota,-
W. T. -McCuA-MY,-Boyce
NeCuistan, and Dee Halcomb,
Burial will follow in the New
Concord Cemetery.
Mrs. Ferguson, age 63, died
Monday night at a hospital in
St. Louis, Mo.She was the wife
._ of Brack Ferguson of
Calloway County who died in
1958
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. John ( Wanda)--
Willoughby, and one grand-
son, Bryan Willoughby, Kirk-
wood, Mo.; two sisters, Mrs.
Elizabeth Warren, Rochester,
Mich., and Mrs. _Willie
Smotherman, Murray; • one
brother, James Stubblefield-
Holiday, Fla. --_-. 
_
The family requests _that_
expressions of sympathy take
form of donations-to-the
* Memorial Fund of the
Diabetic Chilifreff arIZTWelfai e
Assoesit4on,---;3839 Lindel
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 63108:
- - Mr. Jones is survived by his
- wife,- Mrs., Roxie Jones, 509
- --Noilli-Folieth Street., Murray;
- stepmother, Mrs. Lillie Jones;
Services Thursday
At Chapel For
Mrs. Ida Mae Adams
Funeral.. services -for Mrs.
Ida Mae Adams, mother of
Clayton W. Adams, 602- Vine
Street, Murray, will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Home, . Mayfield. _Burial win
follow in the Bazzell Cemetery
in Calloway County.
_Friends may call at the
funeral home... •
Mrs. Adarni, age V, died




Adams, died Feb. 17, 1969. She
was of the Primitive Baptist
Church faith.
She is- survived by two
. daughters, Mrs. Linda
Thomas, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Galen ( See ).Brewer, Billings,
Montana; six sons, Clayton
W., Murray, Ford, Beaure,
and Andy Adams, all of
Mayfield, Ted Adams,





Deaths and Funerals THE niusin BRIEF
Funeral Is Today Preston Jones Dies Carmon Graham Dies By The Associated Press Richard M. Nixon ended-lib*.
NATIONAL -17 draft five yea
rs
At Local Chapel This Morning With' Today; Was Former AMARILLO, Texas rApy INTERNATIONAL- Vnr 91- e.er-iold Rick Goforth
Funeral Thursday Teacher, Educator
- . •
Preston Jones who had been
employed with the Murray
.Postcrffite: for- yeass
before his retirement last year
died this morning at 3:40 at
the Murray-Calloway County
- Hospital. He was-48-years af..__MWTOY•
, age- Mr.. Graham
 served as
Mr. Jones, a resident of 502prinfTa1anddirector of-the
North Fourth Street, Murray, Murray Training 'School from
was an honorary member-Of-- 1934-10 -before being  
Carmon Graham, longtime
teacher and educator, died
this morning at the • Murray-
Calloway County'flOapital. He
was 78 years of age and a
resident of 1508 Glendale,
the Calloway _County • Fire- pointed as. the first ad-
Rescue Squad; a mernbef dr rninistrator of the Murray-
the First Baptist Church, Calloway County Hospital tin
Beraca Sunday School Class 1948. He later served as
_of the church, and of Murray principal and teacher at Heath
Lodge No. 105 Free and Ac- High School in McCracken
cepted Masons; and a veteran County before his retirement
of World War II. and their returen to reside in
y___)1± isvo_9, in Murray atout 1972.. -.
Ca- lloway 
County,h arthe____
e _ .The Calloway County _man
= son-of the lati---D. L.-Jona-and- graduated from Murray State:
Sara Elizabeth Beaman Teachers College in 1927 and
Jones.. He was preceded in_ he served as a mail carrier
death by one sister, Mrs. C. E. while in schobl here. He
Russell, and one brother, received his Master's degree
Curtis Jones. ' -fromn Peabody. College, Nash-
ville, Tn., in 1929, and did
graduate work at ' the
Unversityof K akywhere tc 
he was a member of Phi Delta
step son, W. E. Ahart, Cadiz; Kappa.
half stater; Mrs. Bair maraef-_ Mr.Graham taught school in
Turner, Calvert City; two step Calloway and Graes Counties
in Kentucky and also served
. .
MurreY-, and Mrs. Joe Jones, IttPerintEntkfit - A
the joy of being a new father is
tempered by knowing that his
comatose teen-age wife is still
unaware she is a mother. In-
stead of carefree hours with
his 23-day-old daughter, Susan
Michelle, Goforth spends pre-
cious moments at his wife's
bedside in a hospital's in-
-tensive -care unit. He is
allowed_ to visit her twice a
day for 44-minatas-at a Aline.
Eighteen-year-old * Laurie
Goica-•-th had-a-he-la attack
Dec. 18 and has not regained
consciousness. She gave birth
Jan. 8, but doctors said she
was unaware of the event. The
baby is healthy and 'normal.
Franklin; one brother, Dewey Dexter, N. M., School System
Jones, Sturgis; two step before coming to the Murray
brothers, Marvin Parks, Training School post.
Murray, and Melton Parks, Born Oct. 11, 1899, he was
Calvert City:' several ;leces the son of the late Charles'
and nephews. ,Graham and Cora But-
The funeral will be held ter.vorth Graham. He was a
Thursday at two p.m. at the member of the Seventh and
chapel of the J. H. Churchill,. Poplar Church of Christ and a
Funeral Home Wilh the Rev.7 Pa-Vt preSideht of thttrra'y,--
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating: Calloway County Retired
Gus Robert...san,..,ar,. will be Teachers Association.
soloist and Richard Jones will He is survived by his wife,
be organist. _ Mrs. Opal Swann Graham, to
-whom he she was married-onMembers of the Calloway'
County Fire-Rescue Squat' -march 26, 1919; one son, Gene
Sdressed in uniforms, and. Graham, Nashville, Tn.;
members of the Baraca one sister, Mrs. Joyce Spark-
Sunday School Class of the man, Rockport, Texas; one
First Baptist Charch will sit as ., brother, - John- F. Graham, 
e eui
LOS ANGELES ( AP) -
United Farm Workers leader
Cesar Chavez has declared an
end to a 742-year boycott
against iceberg lettuce and 5-
year boycotts against
California table grapes and
Gallo wines.
"The farm worker boycotts
will now be focused on the la--
bell of growers who refuse to
bargain in* good . faith even
after their. woe-kir-a have voted
for the UFW in secret-ballot
elections," Chavez said
Tuesday as he brought the
lingering boycotts to an end.
WASHINGTON  _
black Africa, breeding bulls
and building roads in Asia and
waging a low-key campaign to
win influence among their Ca-
ribbean neighbors, an Associ-
aleZ Press survey shows. The
island nation's campaign for
Third World leadership mixes
the gospel of socialism with a
flood of soldiers,-doctors and
other technical advisers.
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - The
Israeli and Egyptian defense
ministers began "looking for
ways to close the gaps" as
they resumed negotiations, an
Israeli spokesman reported.
The talks continue today.
The spokesman said the
meeting Tuesday night bet-
ween Israeli Defense Minister
Ezer Weizman and Egyptian
War Minister Mohamed Ahdel-
Gha ny- Gamassy was
-practical" and went beyond
declarations of known
positions. Israel wants 20
Jewish settlements in Sinai to
remain and Egypt wants them
dismantled.
Stock Market
Prices of stocin et local interest at
noon 1.-4ay furnished to lb. Loiger &
Tunes by I. M. Simon Co. cri Murray are
as follows:
Industrial Av -1.04
Aires   41 +Ph
Air Products 't 23% -%
Amencan Motors .............3".
Ashland Oil '  28% unc
A T. &T. 511% +hi
Ford Motor Co 41% unc
Gen. Dynamics 40% -'15










honorary. .-giatipa-_;.iit tfie -
funeral. Burial will follow in four great grandchildren. One




incomplete, but the J. A.
Churchill Funeral Home will
beincharge of the funeral and
burial arrangements.
the Murray -City 'Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p-.m.
today ; Wednesday).
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
February 1, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 803 Est. MO Barrows &
Gilts .75 higher Sows .50-1.00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.  616.75-17.25
US 1-3 200-2401bs. 14625-4675
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. ,   $45.25-46.25
US 3-4 260-2110 lbs.  $4475-43n'
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 13900-40.80
US 1,3 300-500 lbs.  $38.00-39.00
US 1-3 450-500 I bs $39 00-41 .00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.-.




Due to a reporter's error, the Murray Ledger & Times in
a Tuesday story incorrectly identified -the location for a
fire at La Dean McCuiston's residence as Penny. The fire,
was in Cherry Corner. Also in the same story, Mrs. Mc-
Cuiston's name was incorrectly spelled Nadine.
The Murras Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors
in fact or ciarifv any misleading information appearing in_cartnis ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column To report an error or need
for clarification please call 753-1918
 ii
State Department employee
and a Vietnamese student are
being held in lien of $250,000
bail on•charges they passed
U.S: defense secrets to
communist Vietnam. Ronald
Louis- Humphrey, a State
Department information
officer, and Truong Dinh Hung
denied the charge Tuesday.
Hung's father once ran fer
president of South Vietnam on
a peace platform.
 _
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
volunteer army faces man-
power- problems in the next
decade because of rising
-recruitment costs and a mcoonakiscm-a -- .
Bill Wciuid Re4uire   
suratice Stickers
FRANI/FM:1T, K (API -
In an attenipt to reduce the
number of, uninsured
motorists, the- state ad-
ministration has introduced a
bill requiring all drivers to
display insurance stickers on
their windshields
The measure was in-
troduced Tuesday in the
General Assembly and House
Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow, said:
the method is as fool-proof as
possible to cope with the high
ratio of uninsured motorists,
estimated at 30 percent or
more in the state.
Although he did not mention
it, the idea came from Gov.
Julian Carroll, according to
press secretary Gary Auxier.
In substance, the program
would work much as does the
system under which motorists
must -display a sticker an-
nually showing that their
vehicle was inspected.
"Basically, it makes it
easier for enforcement and
makes the _fines for violation
St. Louis Banker
To Address Group
Air-Anatol B. Balbach, vice
president and economics with
the Federal Reserve Bank in
St. Louis, Mo., will be the
principal speaker Feb. 2 at a
commercial bankers seminar
to be held at the Ritz Hotel in
Paducah.
The seminar will feature an
earlier discussion on the
cimi-ind 'dealing with
monetary policy. It will begin
tio Trade at ; p.m. in Room 152 of .the
 16% +4 Education Building, and all13% UDC •
interested persons are invited.
Prices orstocliof local interest at nooli------Sponsored--jointly- -by- *if*
EDT. 
today,
 fernethed te the Ledger -flepartitient- Of Economics inTimes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as foliates: the College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray State
 =oat= University, the Western 
..44, Kentucky Chapter of the Bank
42'adoc - Administration and Group
7m- -.s"- One of the Kentucky Bankers
. Associatron, the Paducah
program will open with a
social ,hour beginning at 6:30
p.m.
Serving
ceremonies will be Leon
Culpepper, president of the
West Kentucky Bank Ad-
ministration Institute and
vice-president of the Liberty
Savings Bank in Mayfield.
The invocation will be given
by Philip Hayden, vice
president of the Paducah
Bank and Trust Company, and
Dr. David L. Eldredge, dean
of the College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray
State, will make the
welcoming remarks.
Barbara Kemper, the
reigning Miss Murray State
University, will present an
interpretative reading as the
entertainment, and Dr.
Gilbert L. Mathis, the seminar
coordinator'and a professor of
economics at Murray State,
will introduce Dr. Balbach,
who has spoken on the Murray
campus on previous oc-
casions.
shrinking,. pool -of eligible Ponderosa Sysuims
Kunber_tytlark
manpoWer; according . to _ a-......„,p,.4Inion Carbide 
Defense Depa-rtment w.R. Grace 
Texaco 
spokesmen. - • - - - Genergi Ewe . 
It now costs more than four Hardees , 10+4 unc
times what it did to draft men 
Georgia Pacific 25 +%
for the armed services in the kin, Waiters
mid-1970s, the official said DI







'Saturday Night Special' Bill
Introduced In Kentucky House
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
While efforts to control cheap
handguns known as "Saturday
night specials" hav,e failed on
the national level, an attempt
_ will be made to control them
in Kentucky.
-A' bill 'mil introducd in -the.
House Tuesday by ...Rep.
Aubrey. Williams, D-
Louisville,- to ban their
manufacture, sale or pos-
session in Kentucky.
Williams' bill, defines a
Saturday night special as a
handgun costing $50 or less
 and having less than a .32 inch
McDonald's®
Is Haying A Ground Hog Day
Breakfast special!
At McDonalds, with each breakfast entree' ordered you receive a coupon worth 1 FREE order of Hash
Browns




Offer Good Feb. 2, 3, 4
Coupons Redeemable feb. 5 Through Feb. 28
lowering the age for an ad-
ditional $40 tax credit from 65
to 62, while Rep. Art Schmidt,
R-Cold Spring, introduced a
measure to exempt gasoline
and other fuels used in off-
street industrial vehicles from
the state sales tax.
bore and less than a three inch
barrel.
The measure would make it
a Class A misdemeanor for the
-first offense and a Class D fel-
ony for each subsequent of-
fense.
Also introduced in the House
Tuesday was a bill defining
child abuse and making a per-
son guilty of such abuse if he
knowingly or without
justifiable excuse physically
injures a child, exposes him to
the inclemency of weather, or
abandons, tortures, confines
or cruelly punishes him.
The bill also makes a person
guilty of child abuse if he
denies the child proper cloth-
Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove,
introduced a bill to create a
separate center for veteran
affairs.
Sen. William Quinlan, D-
Louisville, sponsored a bill to
require insurance companies
writing major medical
policies in Kentucky to offer
the option of buying benefits
for the treatment of
alcoholism, including
emergency detoxification
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Kleier also threw into the measure
hopper a bill require voting
places to be accessible to the 
221 ziammeosn to ryto 
25 Tooth
Physically handicapped and 27 Declare
the elderly. 28 Stroke
31 UnlockettIn the Senate Tuesday, two a Situate_
bills were introduced alined 
,
35 Existed
aiding teachers and school_ 36 Insect egg
33 
districts hard hit by the recent 389 
isence.
bad weather. constantly
A -bill by Sen. Robert 41 Scorch
Martin, 0-Richmond, would 
rRecurr
44 oAftfrnicyer
allow school districts to pay labbr
teachers periodically instead 45 Poses for
of monthly and allow them to
48 R rill roafitbe paid even when schools are t000acco
closed. 51 Native
Sen. Gene Huff, R,London, metal
introduced a measure to 52.
extend the number of days a 
_mRuogurdinte
crest
local board can be off for 53 Deposit
emergencies such as the Openwork
weather from five to 12; 55 pfrjubtr:nc
54 
Sen. Tom Garrett, D-Padu- position
cith, introduced a bill to again
require the licensing of pest .. 
56 Period of 
time •
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nofault insurance measure in
1975 which also calls for
mandatory liability insurance
for all vehicles.
The problem has been that
few violations are uncovered
until traffic accidents occur.
As Richardson explained
the plan, each motOrist
carrying liability insurance
_would be issued a sticker from
his insurance company as
evidence, with the day and
month of expiration.
The car owner must renew
the coverage by the expiration
date.
The insurance company is
obligated to notify the
_ .
niotorist when the sticker no
longer is in effect.
-• The firm'also would have to
tell the state Insurance
Department which, in turn,
would notify state or local
- • - - --
Fines of from $50 to $500 are
provided for violators, plus a
suspension of the license plate
for 30 days.
The penalties mount for
more Serious violations -
"reaching as high as a $1,000
fine and 30-days.'--in jail for
fraudulent distribution of the
stickers.
Richardson said that to his
knowledge the precise method
is not used in any other State.
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